The nonlinear response of a composite laminated panel suddenly exposed to a heat flux giving rise to a spatially uniform but time-dependent temperature distribution is examined. The panel is cantilevered onto a rigid hub and the elastic deformations are modelled via the von Kármán strain-displacement relations and the Reissner-Mindlin kinematic assumptions. The nonlinear governing equations are solved by the NewtonRaphson method in conjunction with the Newmark time integration scheme. The results obtained from the linearized governing equations are presented, along with a parametric study of the effects of the geometric nonlinearity and the panel shallowness.
Introduction
The sudden application of a heat flux to a structure has the tendency to cause the structure to vibrate [1] . The thermal loading of composite cylindrical panels [2] , the thermo-mechanical loading of laminated plates [3] and the behaviour of temperaturedependent and -independent laminate materials in antisymmetric laminated plates and cylindrical panels [4] have been considered. Assuming a linear strain-displacement relationship, Johnston and Thorton [5] studied the effect of thermal loading on satellite attitude dynamics and found elastic deformations orders of magnitude greater than the boom thickness.
The present study examines the geometrically nonlinear response of composite laminated panels exposed to a sudden heat flux. The von Kármán strain-displacement relations are used to model a curved panel cantilevered to a rigid hub. The allowance for hub rotation is a previously unconsidered feature and is included to improve the model as that of a satellite.
Mathematical Formulation
The system of interest ( Fig. 1 ) comprises a laminated cylindrical panel cantilevered onto a rigid circular cylindrical hub which can rotate about its geometric axis. The panel is assumed to be initially stress-free when it is exposed to a sudden heat flux that results in a uniform temperature change ¡ Ì´Ø µ over the surface of the panel as described by [5] ¡ Ì ¡ Ì ×× ½ Ø ÌØ (1) It is assumed that the panel material properties are temperature independent. With reference to Fig. 1 the dynamics of the system are described with the aid of: an inertial frame Ò located at Ç, a hub body-fixed frame , and a curvilinear panelfixed frame such that « is tangential and Ö is radial. Rotated from Ò ¾ by , the basis vector ¾ is parallel to Ò ½ and coincides with the chord of the undeformed cylindrical panel. The position vector from Ç to a mass element of the panel is
where « Ý Ê , Ê and Ê are the radius of the cylindrical panel and of the hub respectively, and Ù, Ú, and Û are the elastic deformations of the panel expressed in the curvilinear frame .
With a panel volume mass density , the kinetic energy of the system Ì is
where the velocity is,
The system strain energy Í is
where¯and¯Ì are the total in-plane strain and thermal strain vectors respectively, is the the in-plane stress vector, and the transverse shear strains and stresses are and respectively. The Reissner-Mindlin displacement field is
Û´Ü Ý Þ Øµ Û´Ü Ý Øµ 
the total in-plane strain vector¯can be written as¯ ¯Ä · Þ ·¯AE where the last term represents the nonlinear effects. Using the usual lamina constitutive law [7] in (5) the resulting expression can be written as
where the thermal resultant forces and moments are AE Ì and Å Ì , respectively.
The field variables of the system are the rigid body rotation , and the displacements due to the panel flexibility Ù Ú Û Ü Ý . A bicubic Lagrange element was used for the finite element model [6] . The vector of element nodal displacements
The element kinetic energy Ì´ µ is obtained from (4) and (3) 
Note that, due to an assumption that ½, only terms that are quadratic in the field variables and their derivatives are retained.
The element strain energy Í´ µ is derived from (5) and the nonlinear contributions are then expanded using the technique of Rajeskaran and Murray [8] . The resulting where Á has been added to the Å ½ ½ entry to account for the hub inertia.
Numerical simulation and discussion
The numerical simulations are based on 10-ply laminates with the properties given in Table 1 . The hub inertia is related to the inertia of the panel about the rotating axis of the hub by a constant of proportionality Á . The midspan linear(nonlinear) deformations are normalized with respect to the steady state linear(nonlinear) quasistatic deformation. Figures 2(a-d) show the normalized midspan (location identified in Fig. 1 ) deformation of the panel for: the linear strain model with Á ½ (Fig. 2(a) ) the nonlinear strain model with Á ¼ ½ ½ (Fig. 2(b,c,d) ). Although not shown in the figures, the linear model exhibits higher peak-to-peak steady state deformation if the hub is fixed than if the hub is allowed to rotate because, in the latter case, some of the system energy has moved to the hub from the panel. The maximum peak-to-peak deformation for the nonlinear rotating hub case is comparable to that of linear rotating hub.
As the hub inertia increases the elastic deformation approaches that of the fixed hub, as can be inferred from from the results with Á = 1.0 and 1.5 (see figures 2(c,d) ). These observations on the role of the relative magnitude of the inertia of the hub on the overall system response are also confirmed by Johnston and Thornton [5] .
The magnitude of the hub rotation decreases while its frequency increases in the presence of the nonlinear formulation, a trend that is also observed in the elastic deformations. The inclusion of the geometric nonlinearity has a noticeable effect on the system vibration. The subsequent simulations are for a nonlinear analysis.
To examine the effect of the panel shallowness, the subtended angle of the cylindrical panel is varied as ¾« = ¿¼ AE , AE , and ¼ AE , respectively, while the hub inertia factor 
Summary
It has been demonstrated that, even though the angles rotated by the hub are small, the allowance for hub rotation significantly affects the response of the panel. The importance of this extra degree of freedom decreases, as expected, with increasing ratio of hub inertia to panel inertia. The shallowest panel investigated yields both the least increase in dynamic displacements and the least hub rotation. The differences between the responses obtained from a linear and a nonlinear analysis are very large. The results are dependent upon the sequence of laminae but investigation of this dependency is beyond the scope of this paper due to the numerous possible combinations of laminae sequence. The problem is perhaps best addressed in the context of optimisation.
